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Abstract. The article is devoted to the calculation of nodal prices for heat energy in heat supply systems.The problem, mathematical model and method of calculating nodal prices of heat energy for all consumersof the heat supply system considered, taking into account the different cost of heat production by sources,optimal flow distribution, and placement of consumers in the heat network (distance from the source). Asthe main computational tool for calculating nodal prices for heat energy, the Lagrange multiplier methodused in the problem of modes optimizing in heat supply system, which allows explaining in detail theformation of the price for heat energy in each node. With the help of the proposed methodological support,practical research has been carried out for real heat supply system.

Introduction
Structural transformations in the heat powerindustrial of Russia, associated with the processes ofliberalization in the energy sector in the 90s of thetwentieth century, led to new economic relations amongproducers and consumers of heat energy and the creationof a heating market. At the same time, there wasvirtually no legal framework that would regulaterelations arising in connection with the production,transportation and consumption of heat energy.Only 20 years after the collapse of the USSR was themain Russian Federation Federal law of 27.07.2010No.190-FL law "On heat supply" [1] adopted (with theexception of certain regulations). Its adoption wasassociated with fundamental changes in the political,socio-economic life of the country, directly affecting thesolution of such an important problem as ensuringreliable and uninterrupted supply of heat energy toconsumers in the territory of the Russian Federation andcreating a unified model for organizing the heat energymarket.The new model of district heating market providesfor the unification of all functions of the heat supplysystem (HSS) including the production, transportationand sale of energy in the framework of the Unified HeatSupply Organization (UHSE). The merger of the mainassets and processes of heat supply management formsthe structure of UHSO as the only seller in the districtheating market in the form of a natural monopolist.According to current legislation, district heatingmarkets in Russia are regulated natural monopolies,where the price of heat energy is calculated based on theactual total costs incurred for the production andtransportation of heat energy. At the same time,consumers pay for heat energy at an average tariff.However, this approach does not take into account thefact that all heat consumers are in different conditionsand the real cost of heat supplied is not the same. Thisapproach does not reflect the emerging market relations

among producers (suppliers) and consumers of heatenergy.To assess the effectiveness of the functioning anddevelopment of HSS in the market conditions, atransition to nodal (differentiated) calculation of pricesfor heat energy is required, which will allow taking intoaccount the real costs of covering the heat load of eachspecific consumer. This approach (nodal pricecalculation) is well established in the power industry [2-6]. The calculation of nodal prices is based on modesoptimization of the established modes of electric powersystems based on the criterion of the minimum total costof electricity production. Electricity prices aredetermined for each node of the electric power system asdual estimates or Lagrange multipliers to the activepower balance equations at the nodes.In HSS, the calculation of nodal prices [7-9] is basedon the calculation of heat-hydraulic modes in HSS,taking into account the different cost of heat productionby sources, the actual flow distribution in heat networks,the location of consumers in the heat network (distancefrom heat sources), its structure and parameters. Thedisadvantage of this approach is the lack of considerationof the market (margin) specifics of pricing for heatenergy.In this article, we propose to use an approach forcalculating nodal prices for heat energy based on themodes optimization in HSS with its further reduction tothe optimality conditions based on the Lagrangefunction, while the indeterminate Lagrange multipliersobtained in the calculation process will be interpreted asnodal (marginal) prices for heat energy.
Calculation of nodal prices for heatenergy in HSS

In mathematical modeling of a HSS, which isorganized in the format of a UHSO and has both heatsources (HS) and heat networks (HN), we assume that ithas a nodal structure and is modeled by a hydraulic
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circuit (HC) consisting of m nodes and n branches [10].This HC structure described by a complete connection
matrix in which the number of rows matches thenumber of nodes, and the number of columns matchesthe number of branches.

Elements of the matrix are defined by the
following conditions:

(1)

Let us denote the set of nodes by
and the set of branches by . The
following notations are also used: is a set of
heat sources, is a set of consumers,
is a set of branching nodes without producers andconsumers.The calculation of nodal prices for heat energy isbased on the use of optimality conditions for the problemof modes optimizing in HSS, and above all its dualvariables (indeterminate Lagrange multipliers) [11, 12].From [10] it is known that the use of optimalityconditions based on the method of indeterminateLagrange multipliers to solve the problem of finding theoptimal modes of НSS on energy criterion (minimum ofthe total losses to overcome friction in HSS compliancewith the material balance at the nodes and end ratio)allows to determine the values of the variables of theobjective function and optimal values of the Lagrangemultipliers, which are interpreted as nodal pressure inthe HSS. Thus, to jump to the definition of nodal pricesfor heat energy, it is enough to formulate the problem offinding the optimal modes in HSS on the economiccriterion, as it is formulated, for example, the powerindustry [2-6], namely search minimum total cost ofproduction and transportation of heat energy in HSS:

(2)
, (3), (4)

where – total costs of production andtransportation of heat energy to consumers, EUR;
– is heat production costs of the j-th heat

source, EUR; – is heat transportation cost, EUR.;– the matrix of incidence (m-1) linearly independent
nodes and n branches; - vector of flow
rates, t/h; - vector nodal sources
or sinks, the t/h; - vector of pressure
losses on branch, Pa.; ,

- diagonal matrices of hydraulic
resistances and flow rates, respectivelyProduction costs of heat sources can be representedas a functional relationship among the costs and heatproduced by the heat sources, that includes variable andfixed components. It is difficult to derive the costfunctions since each type of the production equipmenthas characteristics described by separate expressions.Information on these characteristics is taken fromnormative documents of the base equipment. Aftertesting, the characteristics are corrected taking intoaccount real values of various internal and externalfactors such as vapor pressure in boiler, type and cost ofused fuel, outdoor temperature and so on. Ourexperience shows that the best approximation of thecorrespondence between costs and volumes of producedheat is given by the function [13], EUR.:

(5)

where - , (EUR/(GJ/h))2, , EUR/(GJ/h); ,
(EUR) – are approximation coefficients of a heat sourcecost characteristic.

Since the coefficients , and are positive,
the cost function is a strongly convex increasing
positive function at .

The transportation cost of heat energy is determinedby the following dependence [14]:
(6)

where
–semi-fixed costs of heat network, EUR.; –
the share of conditionally constant maintenance (on themaintenance) costs for the heating network; (EUR
/m), , (dimensionless value) are
approximation coefficients of numerical values for unitcost of laying pipelines of different diameters; –
coefficient dependent on roughness of conduit(dimensionless value); – length of the i-th network
section, m; – is coefficient at semi-
variable costs of heat network; – is a unit cost of
electricity, EUR /kWh; – is pumping stationefficiency,%.Problem (2)-(4) is a description of the steady-statemode in the HSS, taking into account the optimal flowdistribution of the heat follows in the heat networks andthe optimal volumes of heat energy production bysources. Since expression (4) is a monotonically
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increasing function that has the properties of odd andsmoothness [10], to reduce the dimension of the problem(2)-(4), you can replace the variables by substitutingexpression (4) in the cost function in heat networks.Thus, the problem of modes optimizing in HSS will bewritten as follows:

(7)

. (8)
Method for solving the problem ofmodes optimizing in HSS

The formulated problem (7) - (8) of modesoptimization in HSS due to the convexity of the costfunctions of the heat sources and the flow rates onsections of the heat network has a unique global solution[10]. The constraints in the problem under study arelinear, therefore, regular [11], therefore, to write downthe necessary optimality conditions, we use the Lagrangefunction in the following form:

(9)

where – the vector of the Lagrange
multipliers.The necessary optimality conditions in this case aresufficient and represent a system of partial differentialequations of the Lagrange function (9):

(10)

The solution of the system of equations (10) allowsto define variables of function of the total cost functionof HSS, in which the value of the Lagrange function ,and the value of the objective function the total costs of
HSS ( ) correspond to the extremum. Also, inthe course of solving the system of equations (10), dualvariables to constraints are determined. The vector of
indeterminate Lagrange multipliers to
the restrictions (8) on the material balance in the nodesof the HSS interpreted from an economic point of viewas the nodal equilibrium prices for heat energy in theHSS, including the equilibrium prices of heat energy

production by heat sources and the equilibrium prices ofall consumers.According to the calculated nodal prices for heatenergy for consumers and the obtained optimal value ofthe total costs in the HSS, it is possible to determine theamount of profit that the UHSO will receive whensupplying consumers with heat energy, EUR:
(11)

In order to identify the most efficient and inefficientzones in the HSS using nodal prices for heat energy forconsumers, it is proposed to introduce a single price forheat energy for all consumers in the form of a weightedaverage price, i.e., which will take into account both thevolume of heat energy consumption of an eachconsumer, and the price for its consumption, EUR/GJ:

. (12)

Thus, the algorithm for calculating the nodal pricesof production and consumption of heat energy andobtaining technical and economic indicators of HSS,including the costs of production and transportation ofheat energy, as well as the profit of UHSO from the saleof heat energy to consumers, in the problem of modesoptimizing in HSS based on the Lagrange multipliermethod is as follows:Step 1. The design scheme of HSS indicating thelocations of heat sources and consumers is formed.Step 2. The raw data is formed, including the heatloads of consumers, the cost functions of heat sources,the physical and technical parameters of heat network(lengths, diameters, resistances of sections of the heatnetwork, the efficiency of pumping units, etc.).Step 3. The problem of modes optimization in HHSare formed by the criterion of finding the minimum totalcosts in the heating system, taking into account therestrictions on material balances in the nodes of the heatnetwork.Step 4. The Lagrange function compiled.Step 5. Partial derivatives of the Lagrange functionwith respect to variables are determined and equated tozero.Step 6. The system of equations of the obtainedpartial derivatives is solved.Step 7. The resulting values   of the variables areused to determine the total costs HSS.Step 8. With the help of the calculated nodal pricesfor heat energy for the consumer and the total costs inHSS the calculated value of the received profit of theUHSO from the sale of heat energy to consumersaccording to the formula (11).Step 9. The weighted average price is calculatedaccording to the formula (12) in order to determine theless and more costly nodes-consumer.
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Case study
For practical testing of the developed scientific andmethodological support for calculating nodal prices forheat energy, consider an example of HSS consisting of11 branches and 8 nodes, of which 6 nodes areconsumers of heat energy and 2 nodes are a heat sources.Figure 1 shows the design schema of the heat supplysystem.

Fig. 1. Design scheme of the heat supply system
Input data for conclusion nodal prices of HSS:1. The resistances branches shown in table 1.

Table 1. The resistance branches
Branch Resistance, Branch Resistance,

1 0.000015 7 0.0000192 0.00002 8 0.0000163 0.000017 9 0.0000144 0.00001 10 0.0000185 0.00012 11 0.0000116 0.000013 - -
2. The lengths of branches shown in table 2.

Table 2. The length of pipeline sections
Branch Length, m Branch Length, m1 1 000 7 1 3002 1 500 8 1 3003 1 200 9 1 4004 900 10 1 2505 1 100 11 1 1006 1 600 - -

3. Unit cost of electricity: .
4. Pumping station efficiency: .
5. The share of conditionally constant maintenance costsfor the HN
6. The functions of heat production costs of the heatsources in table 3.

Table 3. The functions of heat production costs
The cost function, EUR

HS -1
HS-2

7. Heat loads of consumers presented in table 4.
Table 4. Heat loads of consumers

Node Load, GJ/h Node Load, GJ/h2 838,0 6 737,43 670,4 7 603,4

4 502,8 8 905,0
8. Numerical values of the coefficients for unit cost oflaying pipelines: a=146, b=1405, u=1,45.9. The coefficient depending on the roughness of thepipeline:

Simulation of the heat supply system shown in fig. 1was performed in the "GAMS" (General AlgebraicModeling System) computing environment. The mainestimated technical and economic indicators of UHSOare presented in table 5 and the nodal prices forconsumers in table 6.
Table 5. The technical and economic indicators of the UHSO
Indicators ValuesTotal production volume GJ/h, including: 4 257HS-1 2 539 (59.6%)HS-2 1 718 (40.%4)Total cost of heat energy production byHS EUR, including: 7 004
HS -1 4 135HS- 2 2 869Nodal prices of heat sources EUR /GJ, including.:HS-1 28,4HS-2 24,5Transportation costs, EUR. 1 173Total costs, EUR. 8 177Revenue UHSO, EUR. 9 421Profit, EUR, %. 1 244 (13.2%)

As a result of the solution, the following nodal pricesare obtained, shown in table 6.
Table 6. The nodal prices for consumers

Node Nodal pricefor heatenergy,EUR /GJ
Node

Nodal pricefor heatenergy,EUR /GJ

Weightedaverageprice,EUR /GJ2 37.95 6 38.90 38.853 40.03 7 40.284 38.67 8 37.90
Table 1 shows that to cover a given total load of 4257 GJ/h, HS-1 and HS-2 produced 2 539 GJ/h and1 718 GJ/h heat energy, respectively. At the same time,prices for heat production for HS-1 will amount to 28.4EUR/GJ and 24.5 EUR/GJ for HS-2. The costs of theUHSO for the production and transportation of heatenergy was 8 177 EUR, and the cost of a unit of heatenergy was 33.7 EUR/GJ.The resulting nodal prices for heat energy consumersare shown in table 2 and in figure 2.
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Fig.2. Formation of the price field on the design scheme of theheat supply system.
Figure 2 shows that the nodal prices for heat energygrow in the direction of the established optimal flowdistribution in the heat network, and reach maximumvalues in nodes 3 – 40.03 EUR/GJ and 7 – 40.28 EUR/GJ,which are as far as possible from the heat sources HS-1and HS-2. If the calculation of prices for heat energywas calculated as a weighted average, it would be 38.85EUR/GJ for all consumers. Relative to this price, thenodal prices for heat energy in nodes 3, 6, and 7 arehigher by 1.18 EUR/GJ, 0.05 EUR/GJ, and 1.43 EUR/GJ,respectively. Thus, if the transition from differentiatedprices for heat energy to the weighted average price forheat energy for all consumers, then consumers located innodes 2, 8 and 4 will pay the actual costs of transportingheat energy to consumers located in nodes 3, 6, 7. Asnoted in [8], the transition to differentiated prices canaffect many social, organizational, and technologicalproblems, affect the cost of housing and the developmentof infrastructure in localities near cheap heat sources. Atthe same time, this approach allows you to performtechnical and financial analysis of HSS when planningmodes, as well as when evaluating the current mode inHSS.

Conclusions
In this article, the method for calculating the nodalprices for heat energy in heat supply systems isdeveloped. It is based on the problem of modesoptimization in heat supply system according to thecriterion of minimum total costs for the production andtransportation of heat energy. To find the optimalsolution to this problem, an approach based on theLagrange multiplier method is proposed. It is shown thatundefined Lagrange multipliers under balanceconstraints (Kirchhoff first law) are interpreted as nodalprices. This approach allows us to determine the optimalflow distribution in the heat network, the optimaldistribution of loads among heat sources and theircorresponding costs, and the nodal prices of heatproduction and consumption. With the help of thedeveloped methodology, practical studies wereperformed on the real heat supply system. The nodalprices obtained in the calculations are marginal, i.e.based on the calculation of marginal costs for theproduction and transportation of an additional unit of

heat energy. The proposed approach is implemented inthe form of an appropriate algorithm and allows you tomodel heat supply systems of any scale, capacity andtake into account different types of heat sources.
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